Introduction
Spin chemistry, i.e. magnetic field and spin effects observed on chemical reaction rates and yields, and chemically induced dynamic effects in magnetic resonance spectroscopy, have contributed a wealth of information on the kinetic behaviour and interactions in radical pairs (RPs) functioning as reaction intermediates in many chemical and photochemical reactions [1] [2] [3] [4] . Due to the fact that radical recombination reactions are controlled by the overall spin multiplicity of the reacting RPs, electron spin evolution during the life-time of the RP becomes an essential constituent of the reaction mechanism and any factor controlling spin motion may affect the reactive behaviour of the RP, e.g. the ratio of products found in cage reactions against those of escape reactions. In the RP mechanism [5, 6J the role of isotropic hyperfine interaction as a means of controlling electron spin motion has been of particular interest because rather small external magnetic fields can efficiently interfere with coherent, hyperfine driven spin motion. Furthermore, this type of interaction also opens up the intriguing possibility of chemical isotope enrichment by exploiting the magnetic isotope effect [7, 8] . The feasibility of such methods requires that other hyperfine independent mechanisms that may affect the RP spin should be of minor importance. Among such adverse mechanisms spin-orbit coupling (SOC) dependent ones are most important. In this article we shall address some questions related to the role of SOC in the spin chemistry of RPs.
Our investigations were carried out in micellar systems. Micellar environments have figured prominently in spin chemistry since Turro and Weed [9J first reported
• Dedicated to Professor Richard R. Schmidt on the occasion of his 60th birthday. on the strong enhancement of such phenomena due to the micellar supercage effect."· The supercage effect of micellar aggregates (these may be conceived as more or less closed nanoscopic reactors) greatly extends the time span during which spin correlated RPs may have geminate re-encounters and thereby the reaction of the re-encountering radicals will be able to sample more efficiently the spin evolution during the RP life-time. One important characteristic of the spin chemistry of RPs in micelles or other nanoscopic reactors is exhibited by the field dependence of the recombination kinetics, which usually is saturated at much higher fields than in low viscosity homogeneous solutions. This is a direct consequence of the long life-time of the correlated RP in the micelle which allows incoherent, Tl-type, spin transitions to contribute substantially to the spin evolution in the RP (relaxation mechanism [10, 11J) . The sign of the field effect in the field region governed by the relaxation mechanism usually is the same as at low fields where the hyperfine coupling (hfc) mechanism operates. The latter is inhibited more strongly than the former as the Zeeman splitting of the electron spin levels approaches and finally exceeds the characteristic hfc strength of the RP. The most important types of Tl-electron spin relaxation mechanisms exhibiting a decrease of the rate of spin relaxation (lIT l ) with increasing field are anisotropic hyperfine coupling (ahfc) and electron spin-spin dipolar interaction (sdi) [12] . Therefore, it is generally assumed that it is these two mechanisms which largely determine the field dependence of micellar RP kinetics in the field region between some 100 Gt (where coherent hfc is usually suppressed) and about 1 T, where the field effect tends to be saturated even in micellar solutions. Nevertheless, some kinetic activity of the outer Zeeman levels of a triplet RP in undergoing recombination to singlet products does persist even at fields higher than 1 T. In principle, there are two possibilities to account for such a behaviour:
(i) One may invoke field-independent Tl-processes in the radicals which could become the dominating ones when the ahfc and sdi mechanisms are suppressed at high fields. Such mechanisms would be the g-tensor anisotropy mechanism (gta) (it becomes field independent at high fields) and the spin-rotational mechanism (sri), both related to intra-radical SOC effects. (ii) A different possibility is the mechanism of intersystem crossing (ISC) occurring together with, i.e. kinetically inseparable from the recombination reaction, such that e.g. a RP encountering with triplet (T) spin reacts directly to products with singlet (S) spin. This mechanism, too, should be insensitive to a magnetic field (except for the rather extreme situation where the triplet mechanism can be invoked. [13-15J) .
While possibility (ii) has been advocated as a mechanism of direct, 'spinforbidden' a-bond formation in triplet biradicals [16-18J and triplet radical pairs [19J and has been invoked by Levin and Kuzmin [20] to analyse the magnetic field dependent kinetics of RP recombination in micelles, mechanism (i) has been considered a reasonable explanation for experimental results obtained in this laboratory [2l] on the internal heavy-atom induced quenching of the magnetic field effect in the intramicellar recombination kinetics of T-RPs composed of semithionine and a series of halogen substituted aniline cation radicals. In the present paper we will show how the micelle-size dependence of the magnetic field effect (MFE) can be used to provide unequivocal experimental evidence that in the latter systems, too, it is in fact mechanism (ii) which is responsible for the saturation value of the MFE. Furthermore, we shall demonstrate that this conclusion is true for heavy atom modification of either type of radical: electron donor or electron acceptor.
General reaction scheme
The general reaction scheme within which our experiments and pertinent theoretical problems will be discussed is given in scheme I..T+, To, Land S denote the respective spin substates of the intramicellar RP, which may decay due to escape (kesJ of one of the radicals into the bulk, or which may recombine to a singlet recombination product in a spin-allowed process (k s ) from the singlet RP state or, a matter to be investigated, with direct reaction of a triplet RP to the singlet recombination product in a spin-forbidden process (k T ). Apart from the chemical rate processes in which they are involved, the spin substates of the RP can be interconverted by relaxation processes or by coherent coupling through isotropic hyperfine interaction. Although the details of the time dependence of the transitions induced coherently or incoherently are different (see [3J) both types of processes will be formally dealt with as first-order rate processes, an approximation justified with regard to the aspects considered in this investigation. Our notation for the rate constants is in line with that used by Hayashi and Nagakura [10] . If the RP is created with triplet spin it will decay, in general, in a biexponential process with rate constants given by [10, 12, 20J :
In the derivation it has been assumed that (4) an assumption justified if isotropic hfc is strong enough.t At zero field, kr,l = k;.l = k r . o . Therefore, because of inequality (4) established prior to and maintained during decay of the RP, while in high fields rapid spin equilibrium is only established between To and S spin substates. Experimentally, the rate constant of escape, k ese ' is easily separated from the observed overall kinetics by measuring the yield of escape radicals so that we may concentrate on the analysis of the rate constants of intramicellar recombination defined as k ree == k obs -k ese and its magnetic field dependence kree(B) resulting from the magnetic field dependence of k r . The specific question that we want to address in this paper is: where will an increase of SOC, as arising from heavy atom substitution in the radicals involved, become apparent: in the enhancement of magnetic field independent relaxation processes (i.e. in k r ) or in the enhancement of the direct spin-forbidden RP recombination (i.e. in k T )?
Experimental
Thionine (TH + Cl-) from 1anssen (98%) was purified according to [23 a] . Selenine (SeH + Cl-) was obtained as a gift from Dr E. Vogelmann and Professor H. E. A.
Kramer, Stuttgart. For synthesis and purification see [23 b] . Aniline (Merck, p.a.) was distilled in vacuum. 4-Chloroaniline (Fluka, > 99%) and benzene (Merck, p.a.) were used as received. CDBA (cetyldimethylbenzylammonium chloride) from Fluka (97%) was purified by treatment with active carbon and double fractional recrystallization from acetic acid ethyl ester. Water was deionized and doubly distilled. As usual, the water content in water/CDBA/benzene reverse micellar system has been characterized by the molar ratio of water to surfactant molecules,
Isotropic, clear sample solutions were obtained by dissolving the appropriate amount of CDBA, water and aqueous stock solution of dye in benzene [24] . The total concentrations of dye and CDBA were 5 x 10-6 M and 0·04 M respectively. For all experiments described here the electron donor compound was added immediately before the experiments. In order to avoid precipitations, the addition of the donor had to be carried out in small portions while stirring in the dark. Before investigation the solutions were flushed with a steady stream of N 2 (> 99'999%) for about 30 min in order to remove°2 , The laser flash spectrometer used for magnetic field dependent transient absorption measurements has been described in detail in [25] . An excimer-Iaser pumped dye laser tuned to 582 nm with rhodamine 6 G as a laser dye was used. The laser pulse width was about 25 ns. In the sample cuvette positioned between the pole pieces of a Bruker Model B-EI5 electromagnet the probe light beam (from a pulsed Xenon arc lamp) crossed the exciting laser beam at a small angle. The cylindrical cuvette of 1 cm path-length and about 0·3 ml volume was inserted in a flow system so that the contents of the cuvette was easily replaced after each laser shot. Typically, the time-resolved transient signals were averaged over a series of 32 laser pulses. 
4o Results and discussion
General information on the kind of experiments carried out and analysed in this paper has been given in previous work from this laboratory (see [21, 26J) . The dye cations are solubilized within the water pools of water-in-oil microemulsions employing CDBA as a surfactant and benzene as the oil bulk phase. With the dye concentrations employed the probability that more than one dye molecule occupy the same microemulsion droplet is negligible. The radius of the nanometre-sized water droplets can be conveniently varied as a linear function of the molar ratio (w) of water to surfactant with the following approximate relation for the radius of the 'water pools': r wp = 1·61 w + 4,28, where r wp is given in A units [12] . Upon laser flash excitation the excited triplet state of the dye is produced virtually instantaneously, i.e. synchronously with the flash. The excited dye triplet is quenched by electron transfer using some aniline derivative as an electron donor. Thereby isolated RPs with initial triplet spin correlation are produced, the decay kinetics of which is monitored on the nanosecond and microsecond time scale using laser flash transient absorption spectroscopy.
Our standard system for such investigations has been the RP consisting of semireduced thionine (THO) and aniline radical cation (Ano+) obtained when reacting thionine triplet with aniline as electron donor. For comparison, examples of magnetic field dependent signals with this system are included in figure 1 . The slowing down of the RP decay with the increase of magnetic field strength is clearly apparent. While the decay at non-zero magnetic field deviates from being monoexponential, the separability of the two exponentials is rather poor. Therefore to avoid ambiguity, all the decays were fitted by a monoexponential function,
[THoJo From <P ese and k obs ' the recombination rate constant k ree is evaluated as
(5) (6) In our discussion we will consider this experimental k ree value as representing the behaviour of the slower decay component according to scheme 1. While this must be certainly considered as an approximation it does not affect the validity of our conclusions.
Effect of a heavy atom in the semireduced radical: selenine semiquinone
SOC can be considerably increased by substituting the S-atom in thionine by Se. On the other hand, however, the spectroscopic properties and photochemical behaviour of selenine is very similar to that of thionine, as has been demonstrated with homogeneous solutions by Vogelman and Kramer [27] . For reverse micelles of the water/CDBA/benzene system the absorption spectra of selenine in the ground state (SeH+), the semiquinone radical eSeHO) and the excited triplet state eSeH+) are shown in figure 2 . The spectra in micellar solution are very similar to those reported in [27J for homogeneous solution and to the spectra of corresponding thionine species in the same micellar system [21] . ground state TH +, 610 nm, in the same kind of reverse micelles. Two absorption maxima of the selenine radical 2SeH' were observed at short wavelength, 410 and 425 nm, which is consistent with the absorption spectrum of 2TH' [21] . Transient signals representing the magnetic field dependent RP decay for 3(SeH" And) are shown in figure 1(b) . They have been obtained under the same conditions as the curves shown for 3(TH' An'+) in figure 1 (a) . It is apparent that the radical decay is faster in the case of selenine than of thionine even at zero magnetic field, and that the effect of an external magnetic field is weaker in the selenine case. Figure 
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Wavelength, nm Figure 2 . Absorption spectra of ground state selenine (SeH+), selenine triplet eSeH+) and semireduced selenine radical eSeH"). The radical was produced by triplet quenching with 0·05 M aniline in CDBA/benzene reverse micellar system (w = 15) at 25°C. Absolute e-values of 3SeH+ and 2SeH' are only approximate. The observed transient absorption values have been normalized assuming saturation for the triplet spectrum and 100% triplet to radical conversion for the radical spectrum. For SeH + the e-scale has to be multiplied by a factor of four.
1 (c) illustrates how the evaluated RP recombination rate constant k rec depends on the magnetic field (B) for both 3(TH' An'+) and 3(SeH' An'+) RPs. In both cases, k rec seems to be saturated at fields of several kilogauss. The values of the recombination constants for the RPs with 2SeH' eTH') are: k~:;' = 5-4 x 10 6 S-1(2'7 x 10 6 S-1) at zero field and k~~= 3·6 X 10 6 s-1(1'08 X 10 6 S-l) at 3·3 T. Considering the various contributions to k~:;' appearing in equation (l) , the difference between 2SeH' and 2TH' could be due either to changes of k s , or of kT' or of both. A specific heavy atom effect should show up in k T • Note that, as has been pointed out above, a possible heavy atom effect on the T/S spin equilibration rate will not affect k~:;', since in zero field the spin equilibrium process is not rate determining in the present systems. If the introduction of a heavy atom leads to a sizeable increase in k T this should be reflected in a still stronger relative increase of the high field value of k rec ' as is in fact observed. However, we have to exclude the possibility that the high-field value is dominated by heavy-atom induced relaxation, i.e. by a heavy atom effect on k T
• Let us assume for the moment that k T is negligibly slow at high field. Then from equations (1) and (2) and the limiting values of k rec given above we can calculate k s and k T yielding for SeH' (and TH', respectively) k s = 10·9 X 10 6 S-l (7'6 X 10 6 S-l) and k T = 3·62 X 10 6 s-l(H X 10 6 S-l), i.e. a 3·5 fold increase in k T as a clear manifestation of the heavy atom affect, but only a change by a factor of about 1·5 in k s reflecting, as expected, a greater similarity in the spin-allowed reactivity of both dyes. Thus, the result of this analysis is in favour of the hypothesis that heavy-atom substitution does in fact induce a k T effect and not a k T effect. It must be emphasized, though, that the strength of this argument relies on the supposition that k s should be about the same for TH' and SeH·. This assumption is reasonable since k s may be considered as diffusion controlled (see [12J) 988 lie Qiang Wu et al. and TH" and SeH" are expected tp prefer the same micellar microenvironment and have about the same diffusion coefficient. However, we can provide additional experimental evidence in favour of the kT-hypothesis.
As noted above, SOC effects on k T are expected to be associated with the situation of RPs in contact, whereas SOC effects on k r as resulting from sri or gta, should be independent of the RP distance. Since the relative contributions of processes with the RP in contact as compared to those with separate radicals are modified when changing the radius of the nanoscopic cage, two different limiting cases may be anticipated (see figure 3 ):
(a) If the recombination kinetics at high field is limited by a field-independent intra-radical relaxation process, its rate constant k~~should be rather independent of the micellar size (provided that other parameters like the microviscosity are not changing with it). On the other hand, the recombination rate constant in zero field k;:C which is completely controlled by the frequency of encounters, will strongly decrease with increasing radius (in our experiments accomplished by an increase of the water/surfactant ratio w).
Therefore the 'saturation' ratio f == k~tJk~~of the magnetic field effect will strongly decrease with increasing w. (b) If the recombination kinetics at high field is limited by kT' k~~is limited by inter-radical ISC processes which are expected to exhibit the same wdependence as the diffusion controlled processes determining k~::'. Thus, in this case, the saturation ratio f is assumed to be fairly independent of w.
In order to decide which of these cases applies, we investigated the RP kinetics 1·3  129  3·23  0·195  0·23  11·5  8·31  6·04  1·4  107  2·25  0·21  0·28  15  5·44  3·63  1·5  113  1·76  0·25  0·33  22·5  1·76  1·29  1·4  114  1·02  0·38  0·45  30  0·91  0·64  1·4  152  0·84  0·51  0·56 (a) f == k~e~/k;~;T.
(b) Magnetic field at which k rec equals the mean value of k~e~and k;~;T. 3(TH· An·+) RPs [26] . In Figure 5 we show the magnetic field dependence of k rec ' Comparing the magnetic field dependence exhibited by the RPs under a variation-. of the micellar size ( figure 5 ) with the schematic cases in figure 3 , it is clearly apparent that the observed behaviour corresponds to case (b) i.e. the saturation ratio f is constant (see table 1 ). Thus we can conclude that the increase of sac resulting from substitution of S by Se is exclusively manifested in the increase of k T (inter-radical ISC) while sac dependent intra-radical contributions to k r are not detectable (for a discussion of the w-dependence of k r see section 4.3).
Effect of a heavy atom in the oxidized radical: p-C/-ani/ine cation radical
As has been reported in [21J the magnetic field effect observed with 3(TH· XAn'+) RPs in reverse microemulsion nanodroplets is systematically reduced with increasing nuclear charge in the series of para-substituted aniline cations p-X-An' +.
With p-Cl-An·+ in microemulsions of w = 15 the high-field MFE corresponds to a decrease in k rec by 54% (f = 2'2) as compared to 66% (f = 2'9) with An·+. Although, in microemulsions with w = 15, the heavy atom effect due to the Cl-substituent is small, this case seems to be most suitable to test the hypothesis of a kT-type heavy-atom effect against the hypothesis of a kr-type heavy-atom effect since here the w-dependence of f should become most clearly apparent. If the heavy-atom effect of the Cl substituent were due to an enhancement of field-independent intra-radical contributions to k r (k~AE) the f-values given above together with the value of the zero-field rate constant k~:'c = 3·3 x 10 6 s -1 would imply that k~AE~(2'9-2'2) x 3·3 x 10 6 S-1 = 2·3 X 10 6 S-1 for p-Cl-An d . This value is expected to change only little with the size of the microemulsion nanodroplets. In figure 6 we show the field dependence of k rec for w = 8, 15, 22. While under the variation of w, k~:C covers a range from 7·1 x 10 6 S-1 to 1·8 X 10 6 S-1 it is obvious that a variation of w has negligible effect on the relative field dependence R(kreJ of k rec and, in particular, on the saturation value f If it were for changes in k~AE to be responsible for the M agnetic spin effects 991 (7) heavy-atom effect, the w-independence of this quantity would lead us to expect that f = 1·5 for w = 8 and f~1 for w = 22 (note that for w = 22 the observed k~e~is already smaller than the hypothetical k~AE-value!). However, f is found to be 2·2 throughout. Thus again, based on direct experimental evidence, we arrive at the conclusion that the increase of sac by intra-radical heavy atom substitution leads to an enhancement of kT' a quantity related to inter-radical Sac. While this has now been unequivocally established, it may be of interest to obtain a theoretical estimate of the actual heavy-atom contributions to intra-radical spin relaxation.
Theoretical estimation of heavy-atom induced contributions to k r
Intraradical T1-processes contribute to k, of the RP according to the relation [3J
where Tl(i) is the electron spin resonance (ESR) T 1 time of radical i.
We will now estimate the change in k, owing to the gta and the sri mechanisms in the radical carrying the heavy atom Se or Cl, respectively. For the gta-mechanism the pertinent relations are [3J (8) with
In the high field (HF) limit: 
(10) (11) where the g tensor anisotropy and its deviation from the free electron value are defined as: J1g 2 == I g~-HI gii)2 8g 2 == I (gii -2'0023)2 and the reorientational correlation time is given by: 
(13) (14) with 11 the dynamic solvent viscosity and r the hydrodynamic radius of the radical. SeH· only the isotropically averaged value of g = 2·0083 in solution is known [30] .
Assuming that the g-tensor is of approximately axia~mmetry and that only g.l deviates from the free electron value we obtain dg 2 = 5·4 X 10-5 and 8g 2 = 1·62 X 10-4 for this radical. Effective microviscosity values experienced by hydrophilic solutes in the microemulsion droplets have been obtained by the ESR spin probe technique using protonated tempamine as a probe [24] . These values (see table   2 ) and effective hydrodynamic radii of 2·5 A for p-Cl-An·+ and 3 A for SeH· allow us to estimate the k,-contributions k~ta and k~ri listed in table 2. The values, being by about a factor of three higher for SeH· than for p-Cl-An'+, are significantly smaller than the k rec values observed in the high field saturation limits. It should be noted that our present value for p-Cl-An·+ has been corrected against a larger one estimated in our earlier work [21] , the discrepancy being mainly due to the factor of t relating lIT and k, (see equation (7)) and the employed microviscosities, not exactly known previously.
From the results of this section we may conclude, that the theoretical estimates, too, corroborate our interpretation that the heavy-atom effect on the magnetic field dependent RP kinetics is almost exclusively due to a k T effect. It should be added here that for the radicals And and TH· the corresponding contributions to k, must be even smaller. Therefore, in the case of this radical pair, too, the relaxation mechanism fails to account for the high-field value k~~of k rec which is in fact about t of k~:C, independent of w. This justifies the assumption made in a previous paper [12] that for the (TH· An'+) RP the recombination kinetics in high field is determined by the k T process.
Conclusions
Using the combined effects of heavy atom substitution and variation of nanoreactor size on the magnetic field dependence of micellar radical pair kinetics, we have shown that direct formation of singlet recombination products can ensue during encounters of triplet radical pairs. The rate constants of this 'spin-forbidden' recombination can be estimated from the ratio f of zero-field to high-field value of M agnetic spin effects the recombination rate constant. Thus we obtain kT/k s~0 .38 for the (SeH"/An"+) RP, 0·17 for (TH"/p-CI-An"+), and 0·12 for (TH"/An"+). Assuming that the recombination efficiency of a S-RP is unity, the values of kT/k s can be interpreted as probabilities of T-RP recombination in one encounter or, put into a different perspective, the compliment of its value to 1 should represent the probability ofT-RP escape from the 'normal' solvent cage (as different from the micellar supercage) surrounding the RP while in contact. The corresponding 'normal' cage escape efficiencies would be 0·62 for (SeH'/An'+), 0·83 for (TH'/p-CI-An'+), and 0·88 for (TH"/An"+). In fact, these values range well in the region observed for cage-escape efficiencies in homogeneous solution of comparable microviscosity with T-RPs of similar SaC-strength involving thiopyronine semiquinone and halogen-anilines [31] . In that and related work [15,32J we have provided evidence that there is an efficient, SaC-induced reaction leading from triplet-exciplex type contact T-RPs to singlet ground state recombination products. Quantum mechanically these processes are accounted for by an electronic coupling matrix element associated with the transfer of an electron between the two radicals, i.e. directly connected with the backward electron transfer process.
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